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Abstract: Passive acoustic monitoring (PAM) can inform wildlife management by providing information on the distribution
of cetaceans. This paper presents an automatic data selection for validation (ADSV) method to effectively identify all species
acoustically present in large PAM data sets. The ADSV method involves the application of automated detectors, the auto-
mated selection of a portion of data for manual review, and the evaluation/optimization of automated detectors. Using an
exemplar data set, results from the ADSV method were compared to a more intensive systematic manual review method. The
two methods were found to have similar species occurrence results (hourly occurrence matching 73%–100%). VC 2021 Author(s).
All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://creativecommon-
s.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Effective wildlife management requires an understanding of the occurrence and distribution of populations across seasons,
years, and, ideally, decades. Long-term trend data for cetaceans have traditionally been acquired using visual surveys from
ships or aircraft. Visual surveys are challenging, as many species are cryptic in nature, have large distributions that include
offshore habitats, and undergo seasonal movements. Passive acoustic monitoring (PAM) has emerged as a method to sur-
vey cetacean occurrence and distribution.1 PAM is inherently limited to sampling vocally active animals whose vocal rep-
ertoire has been sufficiently described. Technological advances and cost reductions mean that PAM programs routinely
include many autonomous acoustic recorders distributed across large regions operating for extended time periods.
Consequently, analyzing the large volumes of data in reasonable timeframes is increasingly becoming a greater challenge
than collecting data.

Acoustic analysis methods to determine marine mammal acoustic occurrence vary across PAM programs,
depending on the aims, scope, species of interest, and budget of the research group.2 Analysis protocols incorporate
human manual review, the application of automated techniques, or a combination of the two2 (see the supplementary
material3 for a glossary of data analysis terms). Complete manual review of a large acoustic data set is the preferred
method to produce reliable “truth data,” but it is time-consuming, is costly, can have inconsistent results across analysts,
and at the scale of many monitoring programs is unrealistic. Researchers will often limit this effort by systematically
reviewing a portion of the data (this could be a subset of time, only a portion of the frequency range recorded, or both),
though such dedicated effort is still beyond the reach of many programs and leaves a large amount of data unrepresented
in the results.2 The development of automated detection methods to identify signals of interest has greatly increased the
efficiency of PAM data analysis.1 Automated detectors suffer from false and missed detections due to conflicting sound
sources and signal distortion with propagation. Therefore, some manual validation is required to quantify the performance
and reliability of automated detectors,2,4 where automated detector performance can be described per discrete acoustic sig-
nal or per unit time.

A critical question for the design of PAM programs is how much data to analyze for manual validation and how
to select them. Thus far, there has arguably been no consensus in the marine PAM community. Some researchers validate
less than 1% of their data,5 while others validate 20%.6 For some large PAM programs that combine many data sets, a
large percentage of data is validated for one data set and less for the remainder, resulting in a range of data validated
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(�2%–33%).7 Methods to select data are just as varied as the amount selected, ranging from selecting randomly to select-
ing based on ambient levels to systematically selecting, for example, every third day.2

The acoustic analysis method selected for most monitoring programs often targets a single species or species
group. Indeed, in a recent review of baleen whale PAM literature, only 9 of 94 studies attempted to determine the occur-
rence of more than two species.2 Describing the acoustic occurrence of one or two species in an area is certainly extremely
valuable, but acoustic data sets can hold information on the entire acoustic ecosystem, the majority of which goes unde-
scribed due to limitations in analysis budget and time. By not reporting on all species recorded in a PAM program in a
timely manner, researchers risk missing a changing trend in animal occurrence or distribution, limit their scope in an
aquatic realm where the ecosystem is inherently interconnected, and reduce the return on their investment.

Here, we describe a method to determine the acoustic occurrence of multiple cetacean species and species groups
in large data sets. We propose that after a suite of automated detectors are applied, researchers can use the available infor-
mation to determine how much data to manually validate (at minimum). We present a method for automatic data selec-
tion for validation (ADSV), the concepts of which are applicable for future occurrence studies, be they for one or more
species. For an example PAM program from Western Canada, the results of our methodology (in terms of species daily
and hourly occurrence) are compared to results of a more manually intensive method, the systematic manual review of a
subset of data.

1.1 Example PAM program

Acoustic data were collected by Fisheries and Oceans Canada using a near-bottom static acoustic recorder (AMAR G3;
JASCO Applied Sciences, Dartmouth, NS, Canada) from 12 July 2017 to 15 July 2018 on the Gowgaia Shelf off Western
Canada (52.39354� latitude, �131.71309� longitude, 743m water depth) with a 15min duty-cycled recording schedule of
5min 41 s sampled at 16 kHz (low-frequency data), 1min 4 s sampled at 250 kHz (high-frequency data), and 9min 15 s of
sleep mode, resulting in 1.56 terabytes of acoustic data.

2. Multi-species occurrence ADSV methodology

2.1 Automated detection

The first step in the present methodology is to apply a suite of automated detector-classifiers (henceforth referred to as
automated detectors; see glossary of terms3) to capture all signals of interest expected in the data (Fig. 1). Applying numer-
ous automated detectors (or one automated detector scheme with multiple classifiers) to identify many species, or many
vocalization types from one or more species, is already common practice.8 A range of automated detection techniques has
been developed that would be appropriate for the automated detection stage of the present methodology.1,9,10 The suite of
automated detectors applied to the Western Canada PAM data set included those targeting the clicks of delphinids, beaked
whales, and porpoise applied to the high-frequency data and those targeting the tonal sounds of baleen and killer whales
applied to the low-frequency data (see description in the supplementary material3). The present methodology can be
applied to a suite of automated detectors targeting different acoustic signals, the same acoustic signals, or a combination of
the two.

2.2 Manual validation using ADSV

The results of automated detectors must never be trusted at face value; rather, they should be critically evaluated through
manual review of a subset of the data. Previous studies have selected data for manual validation based on automated
detector counts (per unit time),11 time (to capture the entire recording period),4 and location (to capture all recording
sites).12 Given the known variability in automated detector performance that can occur across these variables,5,13

Fig. 1. Flow chart of ADSV algorithm where N is the predetermined percent duration of acoustic files from the full data set to be included in
the manual analysis subset.
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researchers should account for them all when selecting data for manual validation. This is the aim of the ADSV method.
The concepts of ADSV are described here, with further details included in the supplementary material.3

The ADSV algorithm was developed to automatically select a subset of acoustic files for manual review from the
full data set based on automated detections (Fig. 1). The first step in ADSV is generating three histograms that capture
the distributions of three descriptors that are based on the number and types of automated detections per unit time in the
full data set (Figs. 1 and 2). The three ADSV descriptors are (1) the number of automated detectors that triggered per
unit time (diversity), (2) the number of automated detections per automated detector per unit time (counts), and (3) the

Fig. 2. Example histogram distributions of a full data set and the associated subset selected by ADSV for the three descriptors, where N is the
predetermined percent duration of acoustic files from the full data set to be included in the manual analysis subset.
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distribution of each automated detector’s output over time (temporal distribution; Fig. 2; these are explained below). The
unit of time for analysis depends on how the data were recorded and subsequently stored, merged, or split; the software
used for data analysis; the species potentially present; and the research goals. As most programs and recorders tend to gen-
erate files of a fixed short duration, for example, either 1 or 5.5min in our Western Canadian example, the discrete files
can be a convenient choice. The term “file” will be used to mean “per unit time” in this paper.

The first descriptor is the number of automated detectors that were triggered in each file (diversity), where a file
in which two automated detectors triggered would have a diversity of 2. By including diversity, periods where automated
detectors may have falsely detected vocalizations made by other species are captured. For example, right whale automated
upcall detectors often perform differently when humpback whales are singing than when they are not, because some
humpback whale vocalizations have characteristics similar to right whale upcalls.14 Therefore, if both situations occur
within a data set, both situations should be manually validated when evaluating automated detector performance. The
diversity distribution histogram for the full data set was created by summing the number of files within each bin, where
each bin corresponded to the number of automated detectors triggered per file (e.g., top left of Fig. 2). This distribution
was transformed using a modified log10 function to reduce the skew of the data (see supplementary material3).

The second descriptor is the number of automated detections per file for each automated detector (counts). By
including counts, periods with unusually low or unusually high automated detection counts are captured. Variation in
counts may represent differences in the signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) and varying occurrence of conflicting signals. By
ensuring that the distribution of reviewed data files includes low counts, researchers can observe if a single detection per
file is false or if there are other vocalizations that are low SNR (e.g., distant animal or masked by noise). The counts distri-
bution histogram for the full data set is created from the number of automated detections per file per automated detector.
Much like diversity, counts is modified log10 transformed (see supplementary material3) to manage the skew of the data,
and then the appropriate histogram bin size is applied (Freedman–Diaconis rule with a maximum of 20 bins, e.g., middle
left of Fig. 2).

The third descriptor is the temporal distribution of each set of automated detector results across the entire
recording period. By incorporating temporal distribution, the many variables that impact the acoustic environment, such
as seasonal change, are captured. For example, automated blue whale song note detections may work well during the win-
ter breeding season when most songs are produced, but automated detectors may be falsely triggered by vessel noise dur-
ing summer. The temporal distribution histograms for the full data set for each automated detector are created by dividing
the recording period of the full data set into 12 equally sized timeframes (bins; maximum bin size of 30 days) and sum-
ming the number of files with the automated detector triggered in each bin before the data are modified log10 transformed
(see supplementary material,3 e.g., bottom left of Fig. 2).

Once the distributions of the three descriptors for the full data set are calculated (DistFull in Fig. 1), the ADSV
algorithm iteratively removes one file at a time from a temporary data set and calculates the distributions of the three
descriptors with the file removed (DistTemp in Fig. 1). Histogram distributions for the temporary data set are calculated in
the same manner as the full data set with the exception that they are not log transformed. The temporary data set and
associated final subset are not transformed to ensure the subset adequately captures the tails of the full data set distribu-
tions (files with very low and very high numbers of automated detections). Capturing a range of files with low automated
detections is important to determine the minimum number of detections per file required to be confident the species is
present (Sec. 2.3).

The variation between the original full data set distributions and the temporary data set distributions is calcu-
lated, where variation is the sum of the absolute differences between the histogram bins of the full data set and the associ-
ated histogram bins of the temporary data set (see example histograms in Fig. 2 and supplementary material3 for more
detailed variation calculation). In each iteration, the file whose removal produces the least variation between the temporary
distributions and the full data set distributions is removed (Fig. 1). The process is repeated until the temporary data set is
reduced to a predetermined proportion of the full data set (N), at which point the temporary data set is the subset for
manual analysis (Fig. 1). ADSV is run separately on each recording station and deployment period to ensure equal effort
across locations. In the Western Canada data set, ADSV was run separately on the high- and low-frequency data (neces-
sary given the different file durations and automated detectors applied).

The question then remains, how much data should be manually validated? Or what is the minimum value of N
(Nmin)? For many research groups, this will be determined by the constraining factors of time, budget, and resources.
However, it is also possible to compute an optimal value for Nmin by calculating the variation of the three descriptors
between the subset and the full data set with decreasing sample size (N), where low variation indicates little difference
between the subset and the full data set (e.g., Fig. 3). The N at which the average variation of the three descriptors is mini-
mal (distribution of subset does not get closer to that of full data set with further decrease in subset size) can be deter-
mined. This Nmin represents the minimal subset size. For the Western Canada data set, Nmin was approximately 1% of the
full data set (Fig. 3); this was the subset size applied for comparing the ADSV selected data to the systematically selected
data.

The ADSV sampling method is a type of proportionate stratified sampling made more complex by the three cat-
egories (three descriptors) that each contain the entire population (all acoustic files), and each has its own strata (where
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every acoustic file is in only one stratum per descriptor). The strata (bins in histograms) are based on aspects of auto-
mated detector outputs, and the final sample is proportionate to the population as a whole.15 We propose that such strati-
fied sampling is appropriate for acoustic data because it allows us to maintain the diversity of the population (the diverse
range of acoustic events), and it ensures that small subgroups (e.g., rare events) are captured.

Once ADSV provides a subset of data to be manually validated, analysts review the files (or unit of time) to
determine the “true” presence or absence of every species. This is achieved by annotating one vocalization from each spe-
cies (or vocalization type) in every file of the subset. When species or vocalization types are annotated that were not
detected, ADSV provides data on false negative events as well as the presence of species for which no automated detectors
were applied.

2.3 Automated detector optimization and performance calculation

Once the manual analysis is complete, the automated detector results can be compared to the manual validation results
(truth data) for each species (or vocalization type). The automated detector results are restricted to improve automated
detector performance. Two stages of automated detector performance optimization are included in the present methodol-
ogy. In the first stage, temporal restrictions are applied. Manually validated and automatically detected results are plotted
as time series to identify any timeframes where species were found to be absent by the manual review but were automati-
cally detected. These presumably false automated detections can be excluded from subsequent analysis. In northern
regions, for example, acoustic data can become seasonally inundated with sounds of ice and bearded seals that falsely trig-
ger humpback whale automated detectors. Having never manually confirmed humpback whale vocalizations at that area
and time, and knowing that humpback whales prefer open-water habitats, analysts could confidently remove all humpback
whale automated detections from northern data sets during those periods. We cannot entirely rule out that a few true pos-
itives remain in the excluded periods; therefore, this step is only appropriate for research projects where missing outliers
in terms of occurrence is acceptable (e.g., this step may not be appropriate for rare or endangered species, for which vali-
dating these detections would be warranted).

In the second stage of automated detector optimization, the present methodology aims to determine if any
thresholds need to be applied so that automated detections of a species can be considered valid. Here, thresholds may be
the minimum number of automated detections per file that are required to be confident the species is present or a mini-
mum classification confidence score for detectors that generate such measures. The automated and validated results
(excluding files where an analyst indicated uncertainty in species occurrence) are fed to a maximum likelihood estimation

Fig. 3. The variation between the subset and the full data set (where a variation of zero indicates no difference between subset and full data
set) for the distribution of automated detector diversity, counts, and temporal distribution and an average of the three variables with increas-
ing percentage of the full data set analyzed (from 0% to 10%, by which point variations plateaued) for the low-frequency (top) and high-
frequency (bottom) acoustic data collected off Western Canada. Variations hit a minimum before increasing because full data set distributions
of the descriptors are log10 transformed to manage skewness of data, while subset distributions are not. The dashed vertical line indicates the
1% N that was applied to the Western Canada data set ADSV.
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algorithm that maximizes the Matthew’s correlation coefficient (MCC), which is a measure of detector performance that
incorporates true positives (TP), false positives (FP), false negatives (FN), and true negatives (TN) (Fig. 4). The algorithm
determines an automated detector threshold for each automated detector that maximizes MCC. MCC is used in the pre-
sent methodology, as it is an appropriate metric in the unbalanced data expected in PAM.16 The precision (P) and recall
(R) for the resulting threshold are calculated, where P is the proportion of files with automated detections that are true
positives and R is the proportion of files containing the species of interest that are identified by the automated detector
(Fig. 4). Examples of automated detector optimization and performance metrics from the Western Canada program are
included in the supplementary material.3

2.4 Ineffective automated detectors

In some instances, once automated detectors have been optimized, the resulting P and R may indicate an unreliable auto-
mated detector. The threshold at which automated detector performance is deemed unacceptable will vary, depending on
the requirements of each PAM program. For our purposes, we required a P of at least 0.75. In other words, if less than
75% of files with automated detections truly contained the species of interest, then basing species occurrence on automa-
tion would be misleading. When automated detectors are deemed ineffective, researchers can (a) present the manually vali-
dated results as a minimum occurrence of the species, (b) undertake automated detector development to improve perfor-
mance, or (c) perform additional systematic manual review that targets the species of concern. The manner in which a
research group proceeds will depend on the significance of the species (e.g., whether it is at risk) and the time or expertise
that can be allocated to different tasks. No automated detectors in the Western Canada data set were deemed ineffective.

3. Comparing ADSV to systematic manual review

In addition to the ADSV methodology described here that entailed automation and the manual review of 1% of the acous-
tic data, the Western Canada data set was analyzed via a systematic manual review of 2.5% of the data. The systematic
review consisted of analyzing the middle 90 s of every fourth file for the low-frequency data and the middle 45 s of every
second file in the high-frequency data. The hourly and daily occurrence results for acoustic signals of seven species were
compared between the two methods to determine the percent agreement in presence/absence. To calculate percent occur-
rence agreement for each species, each timeframe (hour or day) was identified as being in agreement (both methods
assigned the species as absent or both methods assigned the species as present) or not in agreement (one method assigned
the species as present while the other method assigned the species as absent). The percentage of total recording hours
(8858) and days (369) in agreement was calculated and represents the percent occurrence agreement between methods.
Occurrence agreement between the methods was high, ranging from 66% to 100%, depending on the species and time-
frames considered (Table 1). The variability in agreement can in part be attributed to the systematic manual review only
including 2.5% of data, whereas the ADSV technique uses automated detectors that are applied to 100% of data (with 1%
manually validated), resulting in ADSV commonly identifying more timeframes (hours or days) with occurrence (Table 1).
Imperfect automated detector performance also explains variability in results between methods (Table 1), which highlights
the importance of providing automated detector performance metrics (P, R) whenever marine mammal occurrence results
based on automation are presented so that readers can correctly interpret findings.

4. Conclusions

A viable method for multi-species cetacean occurrence analysis in large PAM data sets that combines automation and
manual review via ADSV has been presented. We propose that if a subset of data selected for manual validation is

Fig. 4. Formulas and confusion matrix of automated detector performance metrics. Figure adapted from Kowarski et al.2
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representative of the spectrum of soundscapes present in the data, the size of the subset can be minimized; however, man-
ually reviewing as much data as possible is recommended. The concepts of ADSV are broadly applicable and can help
research groups attain a more consistent system, or standard, of data selection for manual validation than currently exists.
By restricting automated detector outputs post-manual review (e.g., applying temporal restriction or detector thresholds),
researchers can optimize detector performance and thus the reliability of results, although possibly at the expense of a few
missed detections. The ADSV methodology presented here resulted in similar species occurrence results as a more manual
analysis intensive method. Indeed, with less than half the amount of manual analysis effort, our methodology resulted in
the same broadscale cetacean trends for the Western Canada data set and, in most cases, identified more instances of spe-
cies presence. Future work comparing results from these methodologies to one involving the manual review of 100% of
data for multi-species occurrence would be valuable. By having an efficient reliable methodology, researchers can better
inform management of trends in the occurrence and distribution of cetaceans.
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